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Contents
 HIRLAM physics work

 Impact drag sea surface on hurricane Katrina
 Soil ice problems
 Evaporation from bare soil in Winter
 Snow scheme, implementation in reference
 Developments Rasch-Kristjansson (Presentation Karl-

Ivar)
 Chemistry branch



Contents (2)
 HARMONIE physics work

 FLake improvements snow on ice
 FLake database extension
 Impact of SLHD on convection (presentation Lisa)
 Impact microphysics on convection
 Sensitivity of outflow to microphysics
 Inclusion of Rasch-Kristjansson in ALARO
 EDMF developments

 Convection: learned a lot, no real solutions 
yet



HIRLAM: drag relation
 In HIRLAM constant Charnock parameter, 

value 0.025
 Tuned to give correct average behaviour
 Parameterization of Makin: Charnock 

parameter dependent on wind speed
 Lower roughness for high wind speed
 Large impact on hurricanes
 More information: zweers@knmi.nl



HIRLAM: original relation



HIRLAM: new relation



HIRLAM: drag relation



Low cloud and fog problems
 HIRLAM has tendency to underestimate 

low clouds and fog and dissolve them 
during the day

 Especially in Winter in Central and 
Western Europe

 Usually during cold conditions, 
temperatures around or just below 0°C



Low cloud and fog problems



Low cloud and fog problem
 Evaporation from bare soil in HIRLAM 

only from liquid water in soil, ice does not 
count in RH in soil

 No evaporation from frozen soil
 Experiment where ice is included in RH of 

bare soil
 Effect is already included in ALADIN 

ISBA (sublimation term in evaporation)





Snow on ice (FLake, Tido Semmler)
 Snow on ice in FLake known to be bad
 Experiments show a large underestimation of 

ice under snow
 Causes: low density of snow and too strong 

insulation of ice from atmosphere
 Adjustment of these parameters give much 

better ice thickness, probably also T2m



Snow on ice (FLake, Semmler)



Snow on ice (FLake, Semmler)



Microphysics impact AROME
 Convection too active for certain cases
 Link with outflow? Objective tests to see if 

outflow is overestimated
 Studies on removal of processes for graupel, 

snow and graupel, reduction of graupel 
production, reduction of evaporation, impact 
of fall speed hydrometeors



Reference run



No graupel



No graupel & snow



Impact graupel & snow
 Graupel very important for intensity of 

convection
 Snow large impact on outflow, low fall 

speed, transport of hydrometeor to 
unsaturated environment

 Correct balance between graupel, snow, 
cloud water, cloud ice?



Outflow study
 Cases with and without convection and outflow 

studied
 Difficult to couple observations directly to 

model. Look at distributions of parameters over 
longer time (10-22 UTC)

 Parameters wind speed, wind gust (through TKE 
method), temperature (cold pool), wind direction

 No signal in wind speed and gust



Comparison model - obs



Impact no evaporation
 Evaporation plays a major role
 Putting evaporation at 30-50% gives best 

results, subgridscale effect?
 Convection too active due to 2.5 km cells, 

evaporation same resolution problem?
 Possible solution: Deep convection 

parameterization or brake on vertical 
velocity plus reduced evaporation?



EDMF developments
 Inclusion of MUSC in KPT
 Did not work due to incorrect namelist 

settings in MUSC (huge delay)
 Now EDMF and EDKF can be compared
 Improvement in statistical cloud scheme 

necessary (next few weeks), too much all or 
nothing behaviour



Comparison EDMF - EDKF



Comparison EDMF - EDKF
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